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Jean Nouvel Design

This modular system is conceived for contemporary work environments, but
not only. The tables, containers, and bookcases take the form of solid metal
structures defined by clean lines, smooth surfaces and compact contours.
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Tables
The table is configured as a monolithic structure made entirely of metal; the
legs consist of steel bars in L shaped profiles, 8mm thick, while the table
top is entirely in folded sheet iron. The legs and top are assembled together
by means of a special fastening system that ensures elevated safety and
technical performance.
The table is available in both rectangular and square forms, in various sizes
and two heights. It can be used as a desk, in both executive and task-area
versions, also in the L-configuration with an adjoined typing table, or as a
meeting table. All of the metal components are treated with special highstrength paints.
Drawer pedestal
On glides or casters, with three drawers, one for hanging folders. The fallfront door at the rear provides access to a space for cable management.
Totem
Tall swivel tower cabinet accessible from two sides, with internal partition.
The two doors open from one side to the other in a smooth pantograph
motion by means of a patented mechanism. The tower contains eight metal
shelves. Equipped with a unique door-opening mechanism (with rotation
plus lateral shift), Totem is a swivel tower cabinet on a fixed base, accessible
from two sides to make good use of its depth. Designed for archival storage,
the cabinet presents itself as a smooth, compact monolith when closed.
Bookcases
With open shelving or with drop-front doors. The lower part of the
bookshelves is made entirely in contoured sheet metal, while the legs are
composed of extruded L-shaped steel profiles.
Manufactured in various lengths and heights (with two, three, or four
shelves) the bookshelf is available both in the library version, completely
open, and in the file storage version, closed with file front doors which, when
open, become handy surfaces for consultation. All the metal components
are treated with special high-strength paints.
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72 cm

72 cm

72 cm

Tables
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Table depth cm. 70

Table depth cm. 80

Table depth cm. 90

110x70 cm

160x80 cm

190x90 cm

C LS 110 70 ..

C LS 160 80 ..

C LS 190 90 ..
predisposed for return
connection

140x70 cm
C LS 140 70 ..

240x90 cm
C LS 240 90 ..
predisposed for return
connection

210x70 cm

72 cm

72 cm

72 cm

C LS 210 70 ..

Table depth cm. 45

230x110 cm

110x70 cm

180x45 cm

C LS 230 110 ..
predisposed for return
connection

C LS 110 70 L ..

C LS 180 45 ..

45 cm

45 cm

Return

72 cm

Table depth cm. 110

Square tables

Square low
table

Bench

100x100 cm

100x100 cm

180x45 cm

C LS 100 100 ..

C LS 100 100 B ..

C LS 180 45 P ..
with black leather
cushion

140x140 cm
C LS 140 140 ..
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Filing frame

Rotating tower
cabinet, double-sided

41x60 cm

29x46 cm

60x80 cm

C LS 41 60 C3 ..
inspectionable
back

D DS 522 41 ..

C LS 60 190 ..

160 cm

Two drawers and
one file drawer

80 cm

120 cm

Cabinets

26 cm

62 cm

192 cm
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Library height cm. 120

Library height cm. 160

160x45 cm

160x45 cm

160x45 cm

C LS 160 080 A ..
closed version
with flap door

C LS 160 120 A ..
closed version
with flap doors

C LS 160 160 A ..
closed version
with flap doors

160x40 cm

160x40 cm

160x40 cm

C LS 160 080 G ..
open version

C LS 160 120 G ..
open version

C LS 160 160 G ..
open version

Library width cm. 240
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120 cm

160 cm

Library height cm. 80

80 cm

Library width cm. 160

Library height cm. 80

Library height cm. 120

Library height cm. 160

240x45 cm

240x45 cm

240x45 cm

C LS 240 080 A ..
closed version
with flap door

C LS 240 120 A ..
closed version
with flap doors

C LS 240 160 A ..
closed version
with flap doors

240x40 cm

240x40 cm

240x40 cm

C LS 240 080 G ..
open version

C LS 240 120 G ..
open version

C LS 240 160 G ..
open version
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Tables and cabinets
finishes

Jean Nouvel Design

AG
Silver

Liquid coating

SG
Frosted Grey

UniFor has management system certified according
to UNI EN ISO 9001 and UNI EN ISO 14001.
The products are in conformance with the Italian
decree law DLGS 81:2008 and with all of the
principal regulations applicable to the various
types of products.
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The products described in this catalog are made
with class E1 materials (low formaldehyde content)
and are Greenguard® certified.
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